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INTERRELATIONS OF STRUCTURAL CHANGES AND TAXES (METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS)

Article purpose is to promote implementation of the decree of the Russian President V. Putin formulated in the 
Message to Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation on March 1, 2018 that «For further change of structure of 
national economy it is necessary to involve growth sources at essentially other level». The relevance is defined by 
the fact that the course towards overcoming export and raw dependence of the country on the basis of technologi-
cal updating is chosen among the most important priorities of development to a long-term outlook. Implementation 
of such large-scale strategic project demands coordination of concepts, the purposes and mechanisms of many 
industry and functional programs promoting structural transformations within uniform model of its formation. 
Today statement and the solution of a problem of structural and technological modernization of the Russian 
economy are deprived of the strong methodological and information base in coordination interacting with other 
necessary resources. The question of sources and scales of necessary financial resources for modernization and 
innovative development also still remains debatable. The scientific and practical importance consists in justifica-
tion of relevance of use of system of the tables «expenses release» in practice of the developed directive decisions 
in the sphere of the taxation. The reliability of the achieved results is confirmed by analytical calculations that tax 
policy – one of the tools which are really promoting formation of new structural proportions and growth of finan-
cial resources of national economy. The conducted research has allowed to reveal new tendencies and structural 
proportions in the Russian economy.

Keywords: structure, method, methodology, tables «expenses-output», taxes.
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MANAGEMENT IN THE SYSTEM OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIA

The urgency of the article is determined by the role played by the functioning management system in the really 
established low rates of economic development and the standard of living of the population. In recent years, the 
real disposable incomes of the population, the volume of investments and synchronously the growth rates of GDP 
in comparable prices are steadily declining. In connection with the current situation, the article proposes direc-
tions for improving management in connection with the formation of a model of the social and market economy. 
Purpose of the article. On the basis of the analysis of the socioeconomic state of the Russian economy, determine 
the main directions of its development by improving the legal framework, optimizing the structure and quality of 
management. In the process of preparation of the article, the works of Academicians L.I. Abalkin, V.A. Trapeznikov, 
American researcher Parison I., Lee Kuan Yew and other researchers were taken into account. The article man-
aged to systematize the reasons related to ineffective management and outline the main directions for improving 
the quality and efficiency of management. The materials of the article will be of interest to scientific and practical 
workers, post-graduate students and students.

Keyword: management, quality, efficiency, social and market development model.
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FACTORS LIMITING INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY: A TERRITORIAL ASPECT

The urgency of the problem under investigation is determined by the importance of identifying the factors limit-
ing the innovative activity of the regions. Accounting and leveling of such factors can be a stimulus for realizing 
the potential of innovative breakthrough of regions.

The main methods of research can include: analysis, graphic, detailing, grouping, system. The system ap-
proach allowed to identify the main aspects of the problem and determine the nature of the relationships between 
the properties and characteristics of the object.

Political, economic, legal, technological, socio-cultural, organizational and managerial factors influencing 
the innovation activity of the Federal Districts of Russia are considered and analyzed in the article. Dynamics 
of innovative activity of regions during recent years is shown, and the factors that have a negative impact on in-
novation activity are identified.

The materials of the article can be used at the regional level for the development and implementation of in-
novative development programs, as well as in research work on enhancing the innovative development of the ter-
ritories of Russia.

Keywords: innovative activity, factors influencing the innovative activity of federal districts.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE OIL INDUSTRY OF RUSSIA AND THE USSR:
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Determining the patterns of development of the oil industry in conjunction with the development of the national 
economy as a whole is relevant for developing recommendations for the strategic management of the development 
of both the industry itself and the entire economy of our country. As separate periods for studying these regulari-
ties, it is advisable to consider periods of transformation of the oil industry with their subsequent comparative 
evaluation in different historical periods.

The aim of the work was to identify the most effective transformations of the oil industry from the beginning 
of the Soviet period of history to the present.

As a transformation of the national oil industry, the author understands the interrelated organizational, struc-
tural, managerial, innovation-technological, territorial (regional) changes, as well as interrelated changes in the 
exploration, production, transportation, processing, storage and supply of oil and petroleum products, caused 
either by general economic interests of increasing efficiency production, the implementation of which becomes 
available with the advent of new technologies for exploration, production, transportation, storage, supply and 
processing, or the need for a sharp increase in production and / or changes in product quality associated with the 
new challenges of energy consumption.

The methodological basis of the study was a comprehensive analysis of the oil industry in terms of the totality 
of indicators in the context of the dynamics of the development of the domestic economy as a whole. On the basis 
of this work, historical periods are singled out and a comparative analysis of the main characteristics of the oil 
industry transformations of the USSR and the Russian Federation.

It is shown that the most effective for the development of the industry and the economy of the country as a whole 
was the post-war innovation and technological and regional transformation, characterized primarily as a shift in 
the oil production center from the Caucasus to the Volga-Ural region and ensuring the formation of a modern type 
of economy (for this period). 
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The results of the research can be used to take into account in the strategic management of the development of 
the Russian oil industry for a long-term period.

Keywords: oil industry, transformation, organization, management, innovation, technology, economy of the 
USSR, the economy of the Russian Federation.
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STUDYING OF INFLUENCE OF FACTORS ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE CIS

Formation of the multipolar world means education of the political and economic coalitions and the unions. 
This process became more active at the end of the 20th century as a result of transition of the countries of the 
former socialist camp from planned economy to market. In this regard we consider relevant studying of factors 
of the republics exerting impact on development of economy of such big association as the CIS. The purpose 
of accomplished research consists in measurement of influence of macroeconomic factors on development 
of economy of the CIS countries. For achievement of a goal the following methods of scientific knowledge were 
used: analysis and synthesis, tabular and graphic, correlation and regression. It is possible to rank the following as 
the main results of the conducted research: economies of the CIS countries are subject to negative impact of world 
crises; members of the union considerably lag behind the developed countries on the GDP level per capita; the 
factors containing growth of economy of member countries are a high share of agriculture in economies and the 
considerable size of import. Direction of use of results: the received results of a research will be useful first of 
all to scientists of the CIS countries dealing with a problem of integration into the international space and also 
statesmen to carrying out policy of rapprochement of member countries of the union.

Keywords: economic growth, Commonwealth of Independent States, Post-Soviet countries, gross internal 
product, variation, dependence.
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LAND ADMINISTRATION IN THE SPHERE OF HOUSING CONSTRUCTION 

The relevance of the research problem due to the fact that its decision influences as a whole the comfort of liv-
ing and quality of life of the population, as the projects of integrated development have obvious advantages over 
objects created by point, as a unified concept and architectural style of all buildings erected, etc. the Purpose 
of this article is to identify trends in land administration in the sphere of housing construction as part of state land 
and urban planning policy. 

The methodological basis of the work was general scientific principles and research methods: analysis and 
synthesis, induction and deduction. The integrated approach also used methods of observation and comparison.

As the main results achieved in the course of the study, we can highlight: the identification of the main direc-
tions of development of urban areas; analysis of point development and integrated development of the territory 
for the construction of standard housing; analysis of the cost of complex residential development; opening the 
most significant problems of implementation of complex residential development of the territory. The results of the 
scientific article will be useful for researchers in the field of urban planning, as well as specialists of construction 
organizations engaged in the construction of territories.

Keywords: urban area, housing construction, land resources, engineering and social infrastructure, complex 
development of territories, rational use, point construction
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POLICY OF DIGITALIZATION: THE NEED TO PROTECT A LABOR

Relevance. Realization of policy of import substitution has allowed a number of the countries of Southeast Asia 
and China to provide not only high rates of economic growth, but also to receive the updated advanced industry. 
The international competitiveness of goods from the countries of Southeast Asia and China confirms fidelity of the 
chosen direction. However during realization of policy of import substitution in Russia there were most powerful 
technological changes which have generated digital technologies and the Internet of things. It has turned out that 
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when updating industry the factor of work loses the importance in production function as robotization is more 
preferable in connection with more high efficiency, than creation of new jobs. 

Scope. To consider possible mechanisms of leveling of negative consequences of robotization and digitalization 
in the form of refusal of a work factor in favor of a capital factor.

Methods. When carrying out a research general scientific and special methods and tools of an economic re-
search were used: set of scientific receptions of an abstract and logical method, method of the institutional analysis.

Results of a research. In article the mechanism of refusal of the capital of a work factor, possible consequences 
and ways of leveling of negative consequences of robotization and digitalization is discussed.

Keywords: import substitution, digitalization, capital, labor, unconditional income, induced incorporating
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THE STATISTIC RESEARCH OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR IN MODERN SOCIETY 

The problems of deviant (abnormal) behavior get a very actual meaning and the reasons are big changes go-
ing on in Russia. The crisis in our society, the dynamism of social processes, destroying ordinary forms of social 
control, contribute to negative phenomenon, including deviations from social life. This topic is actual, because 
alcoholism and other forms of deviant behavior touch all the spheres of social life, impacting them negatively 
more or less. The aim of this work is in full statistic research of the dynamics of the number of crimes in Republic 
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Mordovia. In the article the dynamics of realization of alcoholic drinks in the Russian Federation from 2012 to 
2016 is reviewed. The analysis of the morbidity of the population from alcoholism and alcoholic psychosis in the 
Russian Federation from 2011 to 2016 is made. The building of forecast of the number of registered offences under 
the influence of alcohol is implemented. In the article the table and graphic methods of presentation of statistics 
were used. The detailed processing of information was made with the help of statistical packages of computer 
STATISTICA. The results of the research can be used in a further scientific development of this problem. The con-
clusions and results can be used by the state statistics during the analysis of deviant behavior in the country and 
its regions and also by the government during formulation of the basic directions socially-oriented development, 
target programs directing at the prevention of deviant behavior. 

Keywords: deviant behavior, pricing, realization of alcoholic drinks, morbidity of the population by alcoholism 
and alcoholic psychosis, mortality from the reasons connected to alcohol consumption, forecasting. 
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METHODIC OF ESTIMATION OF CRISIS MANAGEMENT OF ENTERPRISE 
OF AGROINDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

The relevance of the study is related to the variety offered in the science and practice of crisis management 
system assessment methodologies enterprises. The aim of the study was the development of methodology for as-
sessing crisis management now takes into account the specificity of agriculture.

The proposed methodology relies on the calculation of specific indicators, taking into account the influence of 
sectoral external and internal factors, using expert estimates. This methodology is designed to assess the manage-
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ment system of a modern agro-enterprise and allowed to analyze the internal elements of the enterprise (efficiency, 
financial efficiency, adaptability, innovative efficiency, social efficiency, efficiency and management efficiency), 
and to identify the problems of the enterprise’s activity, to evaluate possible directions of development.

The described technique was tested at the enterprises of the Orenburg region. Approbation of the methodology 
showed its relevance in assessing the anti-crisis management of an agricultural enterprise in modern conditions. 
Applicability of the method is proved by the results obtained in the course of the study.

The peculiarity of the development is taking into account the changing factors of the external and internal 
environment inherent in the agricultural sector, the peculiarities of the structural agrarian crisis. The methodol-
ogy proposed in the paper can be used to assess the effectiveness of the existing management of enterprises in the 
field of agricultural production, since it takes into account the industry specificity of the activity of the object of 
evaluation.

Keywords: crisis management, management efficiency, financial analysis, financial efficiency.
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BALANCED SYSTEM OF INDICATORS AS A TOOL FOR MANAGING 
THE VALUE OF THE COMPANY

The time of transition of the economy to the market was characterized by the emergence of various forms of 
ownership and autonomous owners of organizations and enterprises, in which the issue of determining the value 
of own capital began to arise, this is the urgency of the research topic. The purpose of this article is to generalize 
approaches and methods to assess the value of an agricultural enterprise and develop measures to increase the 
cost taking into account all the features of the reproduction process. During the writing of the article the following 
research methods were used: comparative (comparison of material from different sources); analytical (study and 
synthesis of assessment data, analysis); positive (a description of how the assessment should be conducted ac-
cording to the norms); normative (compliance with normative documents); corrective (checking and clarifying the 
facts, their adjustment). The main results of the study are based on the analysis of the agricultural enterprise under 
consideration and consist of justifying the approaches applicable to business valuation and proposing methods 
for its evaluation. The practical importance of the work is to determine and establish the value of the organiza-
tion in question, conduct analysis of the current information security of the valuation system and methodological 
approaches to the valuation of the organization, developed a balanced system of indicators and outlines recom-
mendations to increase the value of stud farm «Our Motherland».

Keywords: Finance, business valuation, company valuation, income approach, cost approach, comparative 
approach, cash flow discounting method, net assets method, capital market method, balanced scorecard, key per-
formance indicator.
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STUDYING OF TRANSFORMATION OF ECONOMY OF THE POST-SOVIET COUNTRIES BY 
METHODS OF THE SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND STATISTICS

The past quarter of a century since the collapse of the Soviet Union has shown that it is quite difficult to con-
front the realities of the global economic and political situation separately for post-Soviet countries, the way out 
of this situation is the process of integration into unions and associations. This process deserves a separate close 
attention on the part of economic science as a new one, which did not exist before, in this connection the chosen 
topic is up to date. The purpose of this article is to identify the patterns of transformational reconstructions of the 
economies of the post-Soviet countries from the position of system analysis. Such general scientific methods as 
analysis and synthesis, as well as proprietary methods of system analysis (methods of decomposition of complex 
systems, methods for disclosing «black boxes») and statistics (tabular, graphical, coefficient, groupings, correla-
tions) are used as research methods. The main results of the study can be called: before 1970, the growth rates 
of the Soviet economy were comparable to those in the United States, then the US economy shows itself as a stable 
system, and internal contradictions and the impact of the external environment led to the death of the Soviet Union. 
The resulting post-Soviet republics tend to integrate around such centers of attraction as the European Union, 
Russia and China. The results obtained will be useful to researchers in the field of transition economy, as well as 
employees of state institutions for the formation of a policy of integration of Russia and the countries of the post-
Soviet space.

Keywords: statistics, system analysis, bifurcation, dynamics, transformation, Soviet Union, Post-Soviet coun-
tries.
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BELIEF AND KNOWLEDGE IN THE SYSTEM OF PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS OF B.N. CHICHERIN

The article examines the views on the problem of the correlation of faith and knowledge in the works of the 
outstanding Russian thinker B.N. Chicherin, whose 190th birthday is celebrated in 2018. In the field of the author’s 
attention is included both the direct disclosure by the philosopher of these concepts and their correlation, and its 
significance for the logical justification underlying the truths of Christianity. Also touched upon are issues closely 
related to the solution of the problem of faith and knowledge in Chicherin, namely the polemic against, on the one 
hand, the materialistic teachings, on the other hand, «mysticism in science» of V.S. Solovyov. The author comes to 
the conclusion that Chicherin belongs to the number of thinkers who defended the «harmony» between faith and 
knowledge on the basis of the mind as an application of the laws of formal logic

Keywords: B.N. Chicherin, G.V.F. Hegel, belief, knowledge, religion, philosophy, reason, formal logic, science, 
positivism.
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A PROBLEM OF COMPLEXITY: ON MULTIPLE NATURE OF STRUCTURE

The article is devoted to analysis of multiple structure, which appears as the origin of complexity: of its mani-
fold and multidimensionality. Representation of multiple character of structure, which is virtual and being realized 
in actuality only partially – is the initial presupposition of the research. This feature makes relations differential, 
mutually determinable. Mutual determination of relations represents a qualitative difference, which cannot be 
objectified. This difference is really existing, not actual, but virtual. Virtual is presented here as real, having full 
completeness of existence. It is affirmed in the article that virtual and potential are of different nature. Potential 
is a hypothetic similitude of an actually existing form, object. Virtual is not linked to an actual, though it deter-
mines the borders of the latter. Reality of virtual and multiple architecture of structure exclude their determination 
through basic identity and its reduction to single elements, qualities or relations. 

Keywords: structure, difference, multiplicity, virtual, differential relations. 
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TO THE PROBLEM OF THE CONCEPTUAL BASES OF THE UTOPIA IN ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY

The article is devoted to the analysis of the conceptual bases of a utopia within Ancient Greek philosophi-
cal system. This system in the majority of scientific research appears as the period of formation and registration 
of a  utopia. In article it is noted that the objective idealism of Platon, accumulating in itself a thought of an ideal 
image of the world, setting parameters of reasonable, esthetically ordered social being, promotes emergence of 
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a utopian perspective and formation of the conceptual bases of a utopian thought. Further development of ideas 
of a utopia during the antique period is clearly slowed down in connection with promotion into the forefront of the 
Aristotelean philosophical system alien to a primacy ideal over material and ontologically equalizing a form and 
matter. There of the arising rudiments of utopian thinking in objective idealism of Platon don’t find a conceptual 
and methodological support in the maintenance of the philosophical doctrines arising and gaining distribution 
which are under the influence of an aristotelizm and cease to develop. Considering this circumstance, the author 
comes to a conclusion that in Antiquity conceptual prerequisites of a utopia are put. However during this era the 
utopia couldn’t develop owing to the prevailing influence of the traditionalism which is contrary to spirit and a let-
ter of a utopian outlook and therefore essentially constraining his development. 

Keywords: utopia, ancient philosophy, space, perfection, beauty, harmony, policy, person.
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CONTRIBUTION OF RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
IN TAJIKISTAN (BY THE EXAMPLE OF ACADEMICIAN A.A. SEMENOV AND E.E. BERTELS)

The article is devoted to the philosophical understanding of the contribution of Russian scientists to the forma-
tion of scientific schools on the history of the Tajik people and its literature. Noting the importance of cooperation 
between scientists from different countries and nations, the author focuses on the merits of Russian and Soviet 
specialists in the formation of Tajik science, training of national personnel capable of conducting research at the 
world level. Focus on the fruitfulness of the activities of Russian scientists, the subject of professional interests 
which were the problems of Tajik culture, the author mentions their achievements in the fields of history, ethnog-
raphy and literary criticism. Elaborating on the features of the educational interests of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Republic of Tatarstan A.A. Semenov and and corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Sciences E.E. 
Bertels, the author points out that the first one was a great scientist-orientalist and organizer of historical science, 
the second also gained fame for his fundamental Oriental research, successfully developed the problems of the his-
tory of Persian-Tajik literature, Sufism, and Turkology. Summing up above, the author notes that the Tajik-Russian 
scientific relations, which lost their effectiveness after the collapse of the Soviet Union, are now being restored and 
expanded, which opens new horizons for cooperation between scientists and scientific institutions of Tajikistan and 
the Russian Federation, becoming a means of protecting the common values and interests of the two countries in 
a globalizing world.

Keywords: Russian scientists, Tajik culture, social sciences of Tajikistan, A.A. Semenov, E.E. Bertels, scientific 
cooperation.
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